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USE 

The LSB40 RGB RSX annunciator module serves to attract the 
attention of on-call operators in command rooms in the event of 
an emergency or other event requiring the intervention of 
personnel. This is done by switching on a beep and a light signal. 
The module is designed for objects with a large number of 
controlled signals. The presence of Serial and LAN ports for 
connection to control systems and its ability to work with DC or 
AC, free to select the normal state of the input signal, arbitrarily associate the input signals up to the five alarm 
groups, and last but not least to work with signals ≥ 10 ms makes LSB40 RGB RSX an extremely convenient to 
designing any kind of technological signaling.  
 
WORKING MODE 

When a signal is received at the operational inputs, the windows react with a flashing light field corresponding to 
the activated input on the front of the panel and a relay output is triggered to turn on the audible signal. By 
activating the relevant input or pressing the check button on the front panel, the flashing light switches to 

constant illumination mode and the relay output is deactivated until the operational input signal is deactivated. 
 

FRONT PANEL 

On the front panel are located 39 LED indicator fields with a size of 40x40 mm located in 3 of 13 window cells. On 
them is placed polycarbonate front panel, on which the purpose of each signal can be written. Colors can be red, 
yellow, green, blue, cyan, violet and lunar white. The color of illumination can be programmed by the user for each 
light field separately. In order to create normal operating conditions for on-call operators, it is provided for the 
possibility of adjusting the intensity (brightness) of illumination. Every input signal corresponds to a warp field. 
When an input is activated, the corresponding light field starts flashing until the acknowledgement button is 
pressed. If the input signal remains active, the light field stops flashing and remains permanently lit until the signal 

is deactivated. Otherwise, the permanent light goes off. 
 
INPUTS AND GROUP SETTINGS 

LSB40 RGB RSX input signals are potential up to 260V AC/DC (indicated in the order) and with potentially free 
contacts /"dry contact"/ with all input signals galvanically separated. When using a non-potential contact, the 
internal power supply 24V (48 V upon by user's request) is used. The polarity of each input signal is configured 
individually by the user, depending on the specific case with the help of configuration software tool, a segment of 
which is shown in the graph. Opposite each channel number there is an Inv confirmation field and a Group drop-
down menu. When marking the Inv field, the annunciator module is set to work with an inverse function of the 
input signal. From the Group drop-down menu, select which of the five groups to associate this channel with. 
When ordering, it is necessary to specify for each input the type of input signal -"Dry contact" or voltage fixed by 
order in range between 10 – 260V AC/DC. 
 
INPUT SIGNALS – DELAY TIME 

As previously said, the LSB40 RGB RSX can work with DC signals. In addition, the module can also work with pulse 
signals, allowing the direct use of signals from different types of protections. The input signal perception time for 
all inputs is 10 - 250 ms per channel, according to the configuration. Every 100 ms, the read status of the module 
inputs is displayed to the light fields and the output relays are activated. 
 
RELAY OUTPUTS AND AUDIBLE ALARM 

Annunciator module provides three relay outputs for the inclusion of audible signals, one for each group. The 
sound signal action can be selected when configuring the module as shown. The configuration software in the 
Auto Quit segment contains the five groups. If we mark the field of a group, the audible signal relay after 
activation of the input will be set for 3-5 seconds and will automatically drop out after that time has ed. If the field 
for the group is not marked, the audible signal relay shall be removed after pressing the general quoting button. In 
this way, the user can determine for each group the behavior of the cassette sound control relay outputs. 
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SELF TEST RELAY OUTPUT 

 The LSB40 RGB RSX also provides one additional relay output for functionality self-check. It is activated when the 
module is disrupted or internal communication is interrupted.  

 
GENERAL ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

A common quoting input for each group is used to even out the alarms. When activated, the flashing of the fields 
associated with the group and activated so far is interrupted and all alarm relay outputs are turned off. On the 
front panel remain to permanently light the indicators of the input signals with active levels. 
 
LIGHTING TEST 

The LSB40 RGB RSX provides for the possibility of testing the light fields. This is done by pressing the total 
acknowledgment button for the corresponding group for a time greater than 5 seconds. After this time, all front 
panel indicators associated with the group begin to blink, regardless of the status of the associative inputs. If a 
signal is received at any of the inputs during the test, it shall be displayed in the light field after the end of the test, 

and the audible warning relay output is activated. 
 
AUDIBLE RELAY ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

 

The LSB40 RGB RSX provides for the possibility of quoting the audible signal without quoting the light field. This is 
a useful function for signals that receive and drop off at a frequency that continuously activates the audible signal. 
Usually this happens in the process of setting up equipment, during start-up work during repair or parameter 
adjustment. The quick-even input action of the group concerned is to deactivate the audible signal, the 
corresponding the light field remains in flashing mode until the corresponding general quoting button is pressed. 
The audible warning test shall be carried out by activating one of the inputs of the five groups. If there is no 
activated and unquoted input, the corresponding 5-second audible signal relay output is activated and switched 

off on its own, regardless of the input status. 
 
BRIGHJTNESS ADJUSTMENT 

Two inputs are provided to control the brightness of the light fields 
– to reduce and increase brightness. The type of input signal is a 
"dry" contact. If necessary, they may be joined by buttons mounted 
on the dashboard in front of the duty officers. Otherwise, the 
brightness is adjusted on start and the corresponding terminals 

remain free. Another option to adjust brightness is through the configuration software.  
 
 
 
 
SYNCHRONIZATION  

The LSB40 RGB RSX module provides the ability to synchronize the flashing of light fields 
from an external source. The sync. signal can be given by a "dry contact" or other potentially 
free key. In the presence of input pulses, the flashing is synchronized with them, and the 
phase depends on the position of the PHASE micro-switch in the OPTIONS field. If the input 
pulses disappear in a time greater than 5 seconds, the module switches to internal 
synchronization mode. For cases where there is no sync frequency source and there is more 
than one signal module, a sync output is provided. The generation frequency depends on the 
operating mode – If it is in external synchronization mode, then this output is synchronous 
with the external frequency. Otherwise, it is synchronous with the inner one. This allows the 
synchronization of an unen limited number of LSB40 by cascading on– the output of the 
previous one is switched on to the input of the next one. 
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SPECIAL FUNCTIONS 

The LSB40 RGB RSX module can work in conjunction with a second LSB40R module in Master > Slave mode. The 
connection between the two is based on the Serial Interface. In this case, all the received alarms on the module 
are transmitted to the second as an echo. The acknowledgement is without priority and can be done from both 
modules. In this mode, the serial communication channel is busy and cannot be used for other purposes.   
 
MOUNTING 

 
LSB40 RGB RSX is provided for shield mounting. For this purpose, it is necessary to make a bright opening 
measuring 280x138 mm. First, the mechanical attachment of the device is made using the fastening brackets. On 
the back of the block in two rows are located disconnectable terminals. The connection of the module is made 
according to the accompanying scheme by qualified personnel. Communication ports are located in the bottom 
row. Above them is written which connector for which standard communication applies. The connector is 

connected according to the tables in p.12. 

 
 

SETTINGS 

 
After installing the annunciator module, the user has the 
option to configure it as needed. The above chapters set out 
how to configure module’s inputs and sound alarm control 
outputs. To configure the LSB40, you must follow these steps:  
 
• Turn on the annunciator module by com. Cable to PC > 
RS232 (or through the USB/ Serial convertor).  
• Load or open configuration software to the PC. 
• Read the status with the Auto Scan button, where by 
default the address is 255 for a new module and the 
communication speed is 9600.  
• Enter the new configuration data and save to the Enter 
module. This completes the configuration process.  
 
 
 
WINDOW COLOUR SETTINGS 

The field light color setting is set by means of jumpers located in each light field. It is necessary to perform before 
gluing the front panel. All possible combinations of colors are seven; yellow, green, blue, red, violet, cyan and 
lunar white, and are given in the 
table below. 
 
G  Green 
R  Red 
B  Blue 
G+ R  Yellow 
G+ B  Cyan 
R+ B        Violet 
R+ B+ G          White 
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COMMUNICATIONS 

 The LSB40 RGB RSX is available to users in the following versions: 
 
RS - in this version of the back 
cover is displayed Serial port for 
communication according to the 
standards RS232, RS485 and 
RS422. The protocol for 
communication of the module is 
Modbus RTU Slave. The choice of 
communication speed is made 
using the B0, B1 and B2 micro lust 
in the OPTIONS field according to 
the table: This communication 
channel allows the reconciliation 
of different sources of input 
signals into one module – from both relay equipment and control systems. Information about the status of signals 
is obtained as a logical "OR" between the information received from the inputs and communication. Therefore, 
inputs read through the Serial Communication Channel should not be left free. Configuring Modbus RTU 

parameters is done by the manufacturer or user.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RSE - Serial port 
RS232/485/422 + one LAN 
port displayed on the back 
panel. The serial port is output 
through two RJ45 connectors - 
A1 and A2 to the right of the 
module back cover and the 
LAN port of connector RJ45 on 
the left. Two built-in LEDs for 
indication show Link and Data 
transfer data. LAN port 
support Network Protocols IP, 
TCP, UDP, DHCP, DNS, HTTP, 
ARP, ICMP, Web socket, HTTPD Client Global unique MAC address IEEE. Mac Address Defined Speed - 600 bps – 

1024K bps Data format - 5, 6, 7, 8 bits, Stop Bits 1, 2, Parity, None, Even, Odd, Space, Mark. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Router

Node 1 Node 2 Node 3 Node 250

Serial line RS485/422

LAN

Node 1 Node 2 Node 3 Node 250

Serial line RS485/422

Serial Port RS485/422

SCADA
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CONNECTORS AND CABLES 

The module has four RJ45 connectors - two for the Serial Port, one for connection to the AR512 recorder and LAN 
port. RS232/485/422 is derived from one's communication connectors. On the other branch for RS485/422. The 

position of the signals in the connectors and cables is given in the table. 

 

The graphical application shows the scheme and colors of the cores of the Service Cable. The plate is given the 
links according to the numbering of the pins of the connectors. Canon 7 and 8 connector pins are given necessarily 

delayed. When crimping the RJ45 connector, use 
correct pliers otherwise the connections will not 
be reliable and the connector may fail. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SERIAL INTERFACE STRUCTURE RS232/485/422 AND LAN   

 
SERIAL INTERFACE STRUCTURE LSB40 RGB RS 
 
To connect the serial network, RS485/422 may have used cables for 
computer networks or other blunt cables with two twisted pairs of cross- 
section allowing crimping of nozzle RJ45. The active pins of RJ45 RS485 
Serial Interface Connectors are: 7 TxD +, 8 TxD - The active pins of RJ45 
RS422 Serial Interface Connectors are:  
5 – RxD +, +A 6 RxD -, 7 TxD +, 8 TxD – Pins 1-4 not used. 
 
The RS232 serial interface is used if we only have one device on the 
network or in a module configuration. In this case, a service cable or a 
custom cable is used. The active pins of the RJ45 RS232 serial interface 

connectors are: 
1 – Common, 2 – RxD, 3 - TxD   
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COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLES  

VERSION RS - Modbus RTU Communication Protocol. Two standard types of registers specified in the register field 

table below are used.  
Data format     8 bits of data 

No parity 
1 stop bit. 

Addresses     1 until 250. 
WARNING: Addresses 251 to 255 are reserved for work functions and cannot be used.  
 
Version RSE - Communication protocols Modbus RTU, Modbus TCP (Client/Server). Maintains up to 8 clients 
at the same time. 
 
Default settings: 
MODE:                 Client/Server 
IP Address:            192.168.0.7 
Port   502 
 
MODBUS RTU ADDRESS FIELD 

  

External Software Status and Control Registers  

     

1000 Coil Channel 1 R/W 
 

Status and Control 

1001 Coil Channel 2   R/W 
 

Status and Control 

1002 Coil Channel 3   R/W 
 

Status and Control 

-- Coil Channel --   R/W 
 

Status and Control 

1035 Coil Channel 36   R/W 
 

Status and Control 

1036 Coil Channel 37   R/W 
 

Status and Control 

1037 Coil Channel 38   R/W  
 

Status and Control 

1038 Coil Channel 39   R/W  
 

Status and Control 

1039 Coil Channel 40   R/W                  Status and Control 

    

Audible Acknowledgement 

    

1052 Coil Audible Acknowledge R/W 1 Group 
 

External Ackn. “1” 

1053 Coil Audible Acknowledge R/W 2 Group 
 

External Ackn. “1” 

1054 Coil Audible Acknowledge R/W 3 Group 
 

External Ackn. “1” 

    

General Acknowledgement 

    

1057 Coil General Acknowledge R/W 1 Group 
 

External Ackn. “1” 

1057 Coil General Acknowledge R/W 2 Group 
 

External Ackn. “1” 

1059 Coil General Acknowledge R/W 3 Group 
 

External Ackn. “1” 

    

Brightness control 

    

1062 Coil Brightness Control Up                                Send “1” One step Up 

1063 Coil Brightness Control Down                                 Send “1” One step Up 

    

Relay control  
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1064 Coil Relay   R/W  Audible Relay                                 1 Group ”1” On, “0” Off 

1065 Coil Relay   R/W  Audible Relay                                 2 Group ”1” On, “0” Off 

1066 Coil Relay   R/W  Audible Relay                                 3 Group ”1” On, “0” Off 

    

    

Enable and Control Mnemo Driver Mode 

    

1072 Int 16 Mimic diagram Driver Mode                                               On” 1”, Off “0”  

    

1000 Int 16            “1” Blinking, “2” Continues, “0” Off 

-- Int 16            “1” Blinking, “2” Continues, “0” Off 

1039 Int 16            “1” Blinking, “2” Continues, “0” Off 

 
NODE ADDRESS 

When setting up signaling systems, signaling devices must have their own address 
specified. In the LSB40 RGB RSX module, this is done in the module configuration, with a 
number of 1 to 250 recorded in the Address field. By default, the address of each device 

before the initial configuration is 255. Address 0 cannot be used.  

 
POWER SUPLAY 

An 85-265 V AC/DC pulse power supply is built into the LSB40 RGB RSX cartridge. It is filled with specialized chips 
of the company POWER INTEGRATION, using original methodologies and software of the manufacturer company 
that guarantee reliable operation in industrial conditions. 
 
 
EVENT RECORDER AR512 

The LSB40 RGB RSX is designed to work together with the AR512 recorder. The connection between the two 
devices is made by means of a cable, at a distance of not more than 2 meters. Any emergency event or activated 
work login registered by the module shall be recorded in the Recorder. The memory capacity is 65,000 records. 

Reading records via own serial AR512 has its own serial port. 
 
RELAY OUTPUTS 

 
In the LSB40 RGB RSX relays of the following types are used: 

Electromechanical relays for general use. 

• 6А/250V AC – 6A/30V DC 

• 8A/250V AC – 8A/30V DC 
The graphs show the maximum communication currents 
through the contacts at voltages of 30-300 VDC in 
accordance with the technical characteristics given by the 
manufacturers. Relay contacts are provided with additional 
protections for their normal operation. 
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ORDER FORM 

 
LSB40 RGB XXX – A – B – CCC 
 
RS  Interface  Serial RS232/485/422 
RSE     Serial RS232/485/422+ LAN port 
 
A  - 1  Power Supply  80-265V AC/DC 
       2     24-36V AC/DC 
B – 1      Input type  Potential   XXX V 
       2     Non - Potential 
R     External Recorder 
 
SPECIFICATION 

 
Operational inputs     40 pcs. bipolar 
Activation of inputs *     non-potential contact, potential 10-260V AC/ DC 
Delay time     10 ÷250 mS  
Recognition of input signal   Software processing algorithm 
Input channel electricity   5 – 10 mA 
Input Acknowledgement   5 pcs non-potential contact, potential 10-260V AC/ DC 
Test method      Pressing Acknowledgement input for > 5 seconds 
Acknowledgement / test input    5 pcs. Non-potential contact, potential 10-260V AC/ DC 
Relay output      6 pcs. 2А/250 V 
Light fields      40 pcs. LED RGB 
Light fields size     40 х 40 mm 
Color of light fields     Red, Green, Yellow, Blue, Cyan, Violet, White 
Communication     Serial port RS322/485/422, LAN port 
Communication Speed     up to 34 400 
Communication protocols    ModBus RTU, Modbus TCP 
Type      Slave 
Terminals     2.5 mm2 - disconnectable 
Power       85-265V AC/DC или 24/36 V AC/DC 
Power consummation     30 VA 
Operating temperature    - 10 ÷ 65 оС 
Storage temperature    - 20 ÷ 70 оС 
Humidity     0 ÷ 90 %   without condensation 
Module Dimension    160 x 560 x 60 
Mounting Hole     145 x 545 mm 
Fixing Way     Metal clamps 
Corpus material    Aluminum, Stainless steel 
Protection IP     IP45 Front panel 
Operational life                                                         > 15 years under correct working use. 
 
STANDARS 

ЕМС BDS EN 61326, БДС EN 61000-4-2, BDS EN 61000-4-4,  BDS EN 61000-4-5,  
BDS EN 61000-4-6,  BDS EN 61000-4-11 

Electrical safety BDS EN 60950(:2000) :2002 
Communication ISO/IEC 8482, ANSI/TIA/EIA-422-B, Modbus RTU, Modbus TCP 
SMT technology ECSS-Q-ST-70-38C (2008). High-reliability soldering for surface-mount and 

mixed technology. 
Mechanical construction IEC 61554  
Fire safety UL94 V0 
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APENDIX 

Back panel 
 

 

 


